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Leading Hybrid Teams  
 
Online course description 
 
Hybrid teams and workplaces - where people work remotely or, work sometimes remotely 
and sometimes in the office - are the new working model. This creates a new team dynamic, 
changes the employee’s relationship with their manager and with their firm, and changes 
many of the practical ways leaders and managers must recruit, recognise, and reward their 
people. This represents a bigger upheaval for leaders and managers than might, at first, be 
imagined.  
 
In this course, we help leaders and managers deal with this upheaval. You will learn how to 
shift your leadership style and approaches to suit people’s changing needs and 
expectations. You will draw up and implement strategies to deal with post-pandemic 
challenges, such as skills shortages and the changing recruitment market. You will consider 
and devise new ways of raising and assessing performance, re-engaging people who have 
not met in person and more. We also dive deeper into making hybrid working effective by 
exploring communication strategies of hybrid working and how to structure your day.   
 
 
Learning outcomes 
 
On successful completion of the course, you will have developed leadership styles and 
approaches and devised strategies to: 
 
1. Recruit and retain highly motivated hybrid workers who are engaged with business 
success   
2. Create a great team spirit and collaborative working environment 
3. Effectively manage the virtual environment to best organise time and manage meetings 
 
 
Course content 
 
In this self-managed course, we consider the key aspects of leadership that will help to:  
 

• engage hybrid teams with business success 
• create team spirit  
• meet changing expectations  
• understand motivation 
• build and maintain relationships  
• encourage innovation and creativity 
• onboard new workers 
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• re-onboard existing workers 
• move away from presenteeism to new ways of assessing and rewarding 

performance 
• identify the new competencies required for successful hybrid working 
• look after personal health and wellbeing to then look after others 

 
We look at how to get the most from the virtual environment: 
 

• What we mean by Smart Working 
• Getting the most from virtual meetings 
• Communication between meetings 
• A look into the future of virtual working  

 
 
Who will teach you? 
 
Janice Caplan | HR consultant, author, coach-mentor, University governor and HR 
committee chair, former CIPD Vice-President 
 
Michelle Selinger | Freelance consultant specialising in technology-supported innovation in 
learning and teaching 

 
 

Who is this course suitable for? 
 
Anyone who is responsible for leading and managing others who work remotely, or on-site, 
or a mixture of the two. 
The course can be adapted for group work and combined with classroom sessions. 
 
 
Methodology 
 
•  A rich mix of content media including text and video 
    This provides a highly interactive engagement experience, enabling you to choose 

learning options that best suit your preferences 
• Real-life case studies and scenarios  

These are a key feature of the course, bringing all issues to life, generating discussion, 
and helping develop new perspectives. Although they are optional, working through 
significantly enhances understanding 

• Skills-based activities  
These guide you through immediate application at work, enabling you to implement 
learning as you go. 
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• Discussion forum.  Here you can share thoughts and ideas with and seek help from other 
delegates. 

 
 
Duration 
 
Approximately six hours of online study, plus time to implement ideas at the workplace. 

 
 

Customised versions 
 
The course material can be purchased outright to add to your own material and teaching.  
We can customise the course to your purposes.  
 

 
 


